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Radiation tolerant design - theory and practice for proximity sensing

R.t. Sharp, S.L. PaW and J. Cook
AEA Technology, F5 Culliam, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, X14 3ED, United Kingdom

Introduction-,
The effect of this envirorirnent:

This paper provides a description of the radiation
tolerant design process used to develop a range of Consideration of the type of eectronic circuit used
proximity detectors with guaranteed total dose for most types of inductive proximity detector
lifetime. It also describes some of the applications shows that the operation of the sensor is dependent
in which the detectors are being used and the on the electrical chatwtensttcs of bipolar
benefits gained by plant operators, transistors, If the transistor characuTistics are

degraded by exposure to radtatm then this leads to
The tasks: a change in the sensitivity of the detector, resulting

in false distance readings and eventua fure to
The inductive pmirnity detector is a non-contact switch. This change in switching distwio is
devices using an electronic circuit to project a illustrate f a standard detector in figure .
magnetic field and measui-e the change in that field
due to the near-by presence of magnetic materials.
The indusmal s=dard version is a manffe sensor,
with the basic design dating back several decades.
Many millions of such sensors are in use 7_

6
throughout the world. 5

4

Proximity detectors are used extensively for 3

position indication and control of moving 2 t

machinery. The nuclear power industry has 0 
particular need for these functions in areas where 0.0 0.1 1.0
access or visual information are restricted. Typical Tote! D= kGy)

operations include measuring crane travel and
status monitoring of flasks and doors. Non-nally, Fig 1: Typical proximity detector total dose
such applications use proximity detectors as non- performance
contact limit switches, offering improved reliability
over mechanical quivalents. However, due to their Radiation tolerant design:
ruggedness (being completely encapsulated) and
high permitted switching frequency, they can be A number of factors must be considered when
used for many other tasks, including pulse designing a radiation tolerant transducer. Clearly,
generators for registering rotational speed. the operation of the electronic components and

The environment: circuit must be assured. This is normally dependent
upon only the radiation field and the temperature.

Radioactive facilities present a variety of challenges Furthermore, the choice of materials must be
to the operation of modem electronic equipment. compatible with other features of the environment,
The most obvious is high levels of damaging including chemicals, contamination and the
radiation. This normally takes the form of gamma presence or absence of certain gases.

radiation with a mean energy of around I MeV. In In order to produce a guaranteed, radiation tolerant
some facilities, neutron fluxes can be significant design of proximity detector, we applied these basic
and alpha radiation may be a concern for exposed principles to the existing models of detector.
cables due to locally high dose rates resulting from Tackling the electronic circuit first, PSPICE
contamination. modelling of its operation enabled the selection of
Other factors influencing the way in which alternative bipolar transistors and optimisation of
electronic equipment is used include temperature, their biasing conditions. This relied upon radiation
atmospheric composition, poor access for testing data generated previously for these
maintenance and the presence of corrosive components, and the translation of these data into
chemicals.
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software models. The resulting design was realised Fig. 3 Total dose performance of transistor type 
as a prototype and subjected to radiation testing.
'Me results of this were then transferred to the Figure 4 shows the change in switching distance
manufacturing plant and a production version with total dose of the 1126-25R proximity
developed, also incorporating the materials detector, the radiation tolerant equivalent of the
changes. detector whose performance is shown in figure .

For production, batches of transistors are selected 10
by radiation testing and supplied to the factory. 9

Samples of the finished products are selected at 9
raridorn on a regular basis and radiation tested. This 7

provides the confidence on which to issue 6

certification guaranteeing the total dose lifetime. 5
Detectors in batches that do not pass the radiation 4

testing criteria are sold without certification. These 3

incorporate the same radiation tolerant materials 2

and may be used where radiation levels are lower or I
where other factors are likely to lead to failure 00
before a significant total dose has been ToW InwWactill Dow (MGy)

accumulated.

Results: Fig. 4 Total dose performance of the
126-25 detector

Fiaure 2 shows the radiation induced change in
gain for the type of transistor used in the standard Table I shows the principle features of the three
industrial version of one type of proximity detector. types of proximity detector currently in the

radiation tolerant range. All are housed in M18
6 - plated brass casings with axial flying leads and
500 stain relief. We are also working on a longer range
400 detector, capable of operation up to 20 mm.
30C

20(�-

100- Part no. Range Type Lifetime
0- 11.26-25 5 mm 2 wire DC I MGy

0 1 3 10 30 100 300 1.000 11.26-26 10 mm 2 wire DC 0.1 MGy
ToW integrawd dose (kGy) 11.29-17 5 mm NAMUR 0.1 MGv

Fig. 2 Total dose performance of transistor type A Table : Principle features of the radiation tolerant

-niis may be compared with figure 3 showing the range of proximity detectors

same parameter for the type of transistor used in the Avolications:
radiation tolerant version.

The 11.26-25 and 11.26-26 models have been
Gain is ust one of the parameters that determine selected as company standards for BNFL's four
th,�! performance of a proximity detector. Other Intermediate Level Waste (LW) plants, currently
parameters also have an influence and will be dealt in various stages of construction at Sellafield in
with in more detail in the full paper. north-west England. These will be used in

environments where standard detectors may fail in
1000 as little as a few weeks. A detailed description of

'00 these applications and the benefits provided by
6. using detectors with guaranteed performance will

't 400 be provided in the full paper.

200 Summary:
0

0 1 3 10 30 100 300 1.000 This paper has outlined the principles and
Total integrated dose (kGv) methodology applied to the development of a range

of proximity detectors with guaranteed total dose
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performance. The results of this development and
the practical application of the resulting products
have been described and will be illustrated further
at the conference.
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